
AROUND THE GYSIN TRIANGLE

FRÉDÉRIC DÉGLISE

Abstract. In [FSV00], chap. 5, V. Voevodsky introduces the Gysin
triangle associated to a closed immersion i between smooth schemes.
This triangle contains the Gysin morphism associated to i but also the
residue morphism. This latter morphism is particularly related to mo-
tivic cohomolgoy as it cannot be seen through the Chow groups.

In [Dég04a] and [Dég04b], we start a study of the Gysin triangle
and especially its functoriality. In this article, we complete this study
by proving notably the functoriality of the Gysin morphism of a closed
immersion. This allows to define a general Gysin morphism associated to
a projective morphism between smooth schemes which we study further.
The original part of this work is that proving functoriality of Gysin
morphism for closed immersions yields other formulas which involve the
residue morphism. We exploit these formulas in a study of the spectral
sequence deduced from the coniveau filtration.
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Introduction

The work is roughly divided in three parts. The first one is concerned with
some recall about relative motives and the Gysin triangle in the setting of
geometric mixed motives devined by V.Voevodsky. The second one describes
how the Gysin triangles of two closed immersions interplays. The last one
contains applications of the previous studies, firstly the definition of Gysin
morphisms for projective morphism of smooth schemes and secondly the
computation of the differentials in the E1-term of the spectral sequence
associated to the coniveau filtration with coefficients in any realisations of
the category of mixed motives.

A construction of the Gysin morphism for flat equidimensional map was
already available from [FSV00], chap. 5, 4.2.4 using duality. However, this
requires resolution of singularities. Our approach, concerned rather with
projective equidimensional map, is more direct and geometric. The essential
tool is the deformation to the normal cone theory and some improvement of
it.

About the computation of the coniveau spectral sequence, it was already
known that the lines in the E1-terms are quasi-isomorphic to the so-called
Gersten complex (see [CTHK97]). We describe in this article a canonical
isomorphism of complex in a very geometric way. As an example, this can
be used to prove that making the Gersten complex with motivic cohomology
indeed defines a complex, a fact we had already proved in [Dég04b] using
a result of M.Rost which we reobtain here using a direct computation. To
the knowledge of the author, the only example where such a computation is
made was given by D.G.Quillen for the lower terms of the spectral sequence
in K-theory.

We give some details on the organization of the paper.
In the first section, we give some recall and complement of [Dég04a] and

[Dég04b] on our construction of the Gysin triangle. The most important
tool in this is the definition of the purity isomorphism of proposition 1.7,
as already defined in [Dég04a]. Here, we add a unicity statement for this
isomorphism. The Gysin triangle was originally defined by Voevodsky in
[FSV00], chap. 5, 3.5. Using the unicity statement, we show in remark
1.11 the two definitions coincide. Our construction, though rather close
to Voevodsky’s one, is more precise and allow to study more easily the
functoriality of the Gysin triangle (cf proposition 1.14, obtained in [Dég04a]).

The second section contains the central result of the article, theorem 2.3.
Roughly, this statement describes how Gysin triangles of two closed immer-
sion with same target interact. More precisely, it proves the functoriality
of the Gysin morphism of a closed immersion and other formulas for the
residue morphism. The section is mainly devoted to the proof of that result.
The first subsection proves two compatibilities of the Gysin triangle with
the purity isomorphism (prop. 2.1 and 2.2) which is meant to be used for
that proof.

The third section deals with the Gysin morphism of a projective map.
The construction is very classical as it uses the factorisation of a projective
map into a closed immersion in a projective vector bundle followed by the
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projection of that bundle. The Gysin morphism of a closed immersion was
obtained previously and the Gysin morphism of a projection is defined easily
(def. 3.4). The difficult part in proving the independance of the obvious
definition with respect to the factorisation is a compatibility of the two kind
of Gysin morphisms (cf proposition 3.2). Once this is obtained the next
follows easily : definition (def. 3.7), functoriality (prop. 3.9), projection and
excess intersection formulas (resp. prop. 3.10 and 3.11). The compatibility
of the general Gysin morphism with the Gysin triangle (prop. 3.12) is more
original as it concerns really motivic cohomology and is another corollary of
theorem 2.3. The remaining of the section compares the Gysin morphism
of a finite étale surjective map with the morphism obtained using finite
correspondances (prop. 3.13). This will be strengthened in the last section.

In the last section, we introduced a general construction of the coniveau
spectral sequence in the framework of triangulated mixed motives. As this
involves a limit process, we choose to work with pro-objects in the category
of triangulated mixed motives. Thus associated to any smooth scheme, we
obtain a general exact couple of pro-motives - called the motivic coniveau
exact couple in def. 4.6 - which through any realisation give rise to the
classical coniveau spectral sequence. Moreover, using the theory of generic
motives of [Dég04b], we are able to express both the terms and the differ-
entials of the motivic coniveau exact couple (prop. 4.10 and 4.11). The
familiar reader will recognize the definition of the Gersten complex in our
computations. This is made more precise with the help of the theory of cycle
modules in subsection 4.3.2. Note that in the process of the computation,
we obtained a more general comparison of the Gysin morphism of a finite
surjective map f and the morphism induced by the transpose of its graph
in the case where the ramification of f has a particular form (see rem. 4.9).

As a conclusion, we indicate to the reader that the whole theory devel-
opped in [Dég04a], [Dég04b] and the present article can be straightforwardly
generalised to the case of oriented cohomology theory. To do so, it suffices
indeed to replace the category of triangulated mixed motives by the cate-
gory of MGl-modules in the stable homotopy category of schemes. More
precisely, as MGl defines a ring in the monoidal category S H (k), we can
define a MGl-module to be an object of S H (k) together with an action of
MGl in the sense of monidal category. This category is not triangulated 1

but we can associate to any smooth scheme the free MGl-modules induced
by its suspension spectrum. We can now replace the geometric motives of a
smooth scheme X by the free MGl-module generated by X. The only non
trivial thing is the generalisation of the projective bundle theorem of Vo-
evodsky in that setting. This is nonetheless classical. Apart from this fact,
all the arguments in the three mentionned papers go through if we delete any
reference to finite correspondances. In particular, we can obtain in that way
a general Gysin morphism for oriented cohomology theories (such as the
cobordism deduced from the spectrum MGl) and every formulas we have

1To obtain a triangulated category of MGl-modules, we have to consider a more abstract
framework as S-modules or E∞-spectra
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proved are valid. Also, the computations of the coniveau spectral sequence
for oriented cohomology theories is valid.

Notations and conventions

We fix a perfect field k. The word scheme will stands for any separated
k-scheme of finite type, and we’ll say that a scheme is smooth when it is
smooth over the base field. The category of smooth schemes is denoted by
S m(k). Through the paper when we talk about the codimension of a closed
immersion, the rank of a projective bundle or the relative dimension of a
morphism, we assumed it is a constant.

We let DMgm(k) (resp. DM eff
gm (k)) be the category of geometric motives

(resp. effective geometric motives) introduced in [FSV00][chap. 5]. If X is a
smooth scheme, the denote simply by M(X) the effective motive associated

to X in DM eff
gm (k). In loc.cit., this object denotes rather the motivic complex

associated to X, but this abuse of notation is anodyn in view of theorem
3.2.6.

For a morphism f : Y → X of smooth schemes, we will put simply
f∗ = M(f). Moreover for any integer r ≥ 0, we also put Z((r)) = Z(r)[2r]
because this particular couple of twist and suspension will often appear.

Notes to the referee

The preprint [Dég04b] is in course of submission to journal of pure and
applied algebra.

The author is still working on a general comparison between the Gysin
morphism of a finite equidimensional map and the morphism induced by the
transpose of its graph. If time allowed it, we may incorporate this hoped
result in the article.

IF the referee wants it, we can develop the last part of the introduction
about MGl-modules.
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1. The Gysin triangle

1.1. Relative motives. Recall the following definitions :

Definition 1.1. We call closed (resp. open) pair any couple (X,Z) (resp.
(X,U)) such that X is a smooth scheme and Z (resp. U) is a closed (resp.
open) subscheme of X.

Let (X,Z) be an arbitrary closed pair. We will say (X,Z) is smooth
if and only if Z is smooth. For an integer n, we will say that (X,Z) has
codimension n if Z is everywhere of codimension n in X.

A morphism of open or closed pair (Y,B) → (X,A) is a couple of mor-
phisms (f, g) which fits in the commutative diagram of schemes

B
�

� //
g ��

Y
f��

A
�

� // X.

If the pairs are closed, we require also that this diagram is cartesian on the
associated topological spaces.

We add the following definitions :

• The morphism (f, g) is said to be cartesian if the above square is
cartesian as a square of schemes.
• A morphism (f, g) of closed pairs is said to be excisive if f is étale

and gred is an isomorphism.

We will denote conventionnally open pairs as fractions (X/U).
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Definition 1.2. Let (X,Z) be a closed pair. We define the relative motive
MZ (X) - sometimes denoted by M(X,Z) - associated to (X,Z) to be the

class in DM eff
gm (k) of the complex

...→ 0→ [X − Z]→ [X]→ 0→ ...

where [X] is in degree 0.

Relative motives are functorial against morphisms of closed pairs. Indeed,
MZ (X) is trully functorial with respect to morphisms of the associated open
pair (X/X − Z). For example, if Z ⊂ T are closed subscheme of X, we get
a morphism MT (X) → MZ (X). In fact, this last kind of morphisms of
relative motives together with that obtained form morphisms of closed pairs
will cover all of our needs.

If j : X − Z → X denote the canonical inclusion, we obtain a canonical

distinguished triangle in DM eff
− (k) :

(1.1) M(X − Z)
j∗−→M(X)→MZ (X)→M(X − Z) [1].

Note that the relative motive defined here corresponds under the canonical
embedding to the relative motive - in the category of motivic complexes -
defined in [Dég04a]. The following proposition sums up the basic properties
of relative motives. Using the previous remark, it follows directly from

[Dég04a][1.3]. Note moreover that in the category DM eff
gm (k), each property

is rather clear, except (Exc) which follows from the embedding theorem
[FSV00][chap. 5, 3.2.6] of Voeovdsky.

Proposition 1.3. Let (X,Z) be a closed pair. The following properties of
M(X,Z) holds :

(1) (Red) Reduction : M(X,Z) = M(X,Zred).
(2) (Exc) Excision : If (f, g) : (Y, T ) → (X,Z) is an excisive mor-

phism, (f, g)∗ is an isomorphism.
(3) (MV) Mayer-Vietoris : If X = U ∪ V is an open covering of X,

the following triangle is distinguished :

M(U ∩ V,Z ∩ U ∩ V )
M(jU )−M(jV )−−−−−−−−−→M(U,Z ∩ U)⊕M(V,Z ∩ V )

M(iU )+M(iV )−−−−−−−−−→M(X,Z)
+1−−→ .

The morphism iU , iV , jU , jV stands for the obvious cartesian mor-
phisms of closed pairs induced by the corresponding canonical open
immersions.

(4) (Add) Additivity : Let Z2 be a closed subscheme of X disjoint from
Z1 = Z. Then the morphism induced by the inclusions

M(X,Z1 t Z2)→M(X,Z1)⊕M(X,Z2)

is an isomorphism.
(5) (Htp) Homotopy : Let π : (A1

X , A1
Z)→ (X,Z) denote the cartesian

morphism induced by the projection. Then M(π) is an isomorphism.
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1.2. Purity isomorphism.

1.4. Recall that we have an isomorphism
H

2i
M(X; Z(i)) ' Hom

DMeff
gm (k)

(M(X) , Z((i))), for X a smooth scheme and

i ≥ 0 an integer. We will usally identify classes in motivic cohomology with

morphisms in DM eff
gm (k) by this isomorphism.

Thus cup-product on motivic cohomology corresponds to a product on
morphisms. Let X be a smooth scheme, ∆ : X → X ×k X the diagonal
embedding, and f : M(X) → M, g : M(X) → N two morphisms with
target a geometric motive.

We define the exterior product of f and g, denoted by f�X g or simply
f�g, as the compositum

M(X)
∆∗−−→M(X)⊗M(X)

f⊗g−−→M⊗N .

In the case where M = Z((i)), N = Z((j)), identifying Z((i)) ⊗ Z((j)) with
Z((i + j)) by the canonical isomorphism, the above product corresponds
exactly to the cup-product on motivic cohomology.

1.5. As another example, we consider Chern classes. Recall that we have
an isomorphism H

2i
M(X; Z(i)) ' CHi (X) for X a smooth scheme and i

a positive integer2. As a consequence, motivic cohomology admits Chern
classes.

We thus associate to a vector bundle E on a smooth scheme X and an
integer i ≥ 0, the morphism ci(E) : M(X) → Z((i)) corresponding to the
ith-motivic Chern class of E.

Note that from the functoriality statement of [Dég02][8.3.4]), these Chern
classes are compatible with pullbacks in an obvious sense. Moreover, each
relation of classical Chern classes involving intersection product corresponds
to a relation of motivic Chern classes involving the above exterior product
of morphisms.

1.6. We finally recall the projective bundle theorem (cf [FSV00], chap. 5,
3.5.1). Let P be a projective bundle of rank n on a smooth scheme X, λ its
canonical line bundle and p : P → X the canonical projection.

The projective bundle theorem of Voevodsky says that the morphism

M(P )

P

i≤n c1(λ)i
�p∗−−−−−−−−−−→

n
⊕

i=0

M(X)((i))

is an isomorphism.
Thus, we can associate to P a family of split monomorphism indexed by

an integer r ∈ [0, n] corresponding to the decomposition of its motive :

lr(P ) : M(X)((r))→ ⊕i≤nM(X)((i))→M(P ) .

The following proposition is a sum up of the construction of [Dég04b],
paragraph 2.2, but with a unicity statement :

2In this setting, this isomorphism is due to Voevodsky. A detailed proof can be found
in [Dég02][8.3.4].
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Proposition 1.7. Let n be a natural integer.
There exist a unique family of isomorphisms of the form

p(X,Z) : MZ (X)→M(Z)((n))

indexed by smooth closed pairs of codimension n such that :

(1) for every cartesian morphism (f, g) : (Y, T ) → (X,Z) of smooth
closed pairs of codimension n, the following diagram is commutative :

MT (Y )
(f,g)∗ //

p(Y,T )

��

MZ (X)

p(X,Z)

��
M(T )((n))

g∗(n)[2n]
// M(Z)((n)).

(2) Let X be a smooth scheme and P the projectivization of a vector
bundle E/X of rank n. Consider the pair (P,X) where X is seen
as a closed subscheme through the 0-section of E/X. Then p(P,X) is
the inverse of the following morphism

M(X)((n))
ln(P )−−−→M(P )

(1)−−→MX (P )

where (1) is the canonical split epimorphism.

Proof. Unicity : We fix a closed smooth pair (X,Z) of codimension n.
Let denote BZ(A1

X) the blow-up of A
1
X with center in 0× Z. Considered

as an A
1
k-scheme, it is flat. Its 1-fiber is simply X and its 0-fiber is the union

of the projectivisation PZX of the normal bundle of (X,Z) and the blow-up
BZX of (X,Z).

We can thus consider the closed immersions
X

σ1−→ BZ(A1
X)

σ0←− PZX, where σ1 is the inclusion of the 1-fiber and σ
is obtained through the restriction of the 0 fiber.

The trivial blow-up BZ(A1
Z) = A

1
Z is a closed subscheme of BZ(A1

X).

Moreover, in the case X = Z, the above diagram has the form Z
s1−→ A

1
Z

s0←−
Z where s0 and s1 are the 0-section and 1-section of A

1
Z .

Finally we obtain the two cartesian morphisms of smooth closed pairs of
codimension n :

(X,Z)
σ1−→ (BZ(A1

X), A1
Z)

σ0←− (PZX,Z).

Then, applying the functoriality of the purity isomorphism with the above
two morphisms, we obtain the commutative diagram :

M(X,Z)
σ1∗ //

p(X,Z)

��

M
(

BZ(A1
X), A1

Z

)

p
(BZ(A1

X
),A1

Z
)

��

M(PZX,Z)

p(PZX,Z)

��

σ0∗oo

M(Z)((n))
s1∗((n))

// M
(

A
1
Z

)

((n)) M(Z)((n))
s0∗((n))

oo

Using homotopy invariance, s0∗ and s1∗ are (equal) isomorphisms. Thus in
this diagram, all morphisms are isomorphisms. Now, the second property
of the purity isomorphisms determines uniquely p(PZX,Z), thus p(X,Z) is also
uniquely determined.

For the existence part, we refer the reader to [Dég04b], section 2.2. �
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Remark 1.8. If (X,Z) is a closed pair, we will put DZX = BZ(A1
X), and

denote by PZX the projectivisation of the normal bundle of Z in X. From
the above proof, we then have a deformation diagram

(X,Z)
σ1−→ (BZ(A1

X), A1
Z)

σ0←− (PZX,Z).

For a smooth pair (X,Z), we will call p(X,Z) the purity isomorphism. The
second point of the above proposition appears as a normalization condition.

1.3. Definition. We are ready for the following definition, which is the aim
of this section :

Definition 1.9. Let (X,Z) be a closed pair such that Z is smooth and of
codimension n in X. Denote by j (resp. i) the open immersion X −Z → X
(resp. closed immersion Z → X).

Using the purity isomorphism p(X,Z), we deduce from the distinguished

triangle (1.1) the following distinguished triangle in DM eff
gm (k), called the

Gysin triangle of (X,Z)

M(X − Z)
j∗−→M(X)

i∗−→M(Z)((n))
∂X,Z−−−→M(X − Z) [1].

The morphism j∗ is obtained from the usual functoriality of motivic com-
plex. The morphisms ∂(X,Z) (resp. i∗) is called the residue (resp. Gysin
morphism) associated to (X,Z) (resp. i).

Example 1.10. Consider X a smooth scheme, P/X be the projectivisation
of a vector bundle of rank n, p : P → X (resp. λ) the canonical projection
(resp. invertible sheaf), and

X
i−→ P

j←− P −X the canonical immersions.
Then, from proposition 1.7, we obtain i∗ = c1(λ)n�p∗. Thus, the Gysin

triangle of (P,X) is split and ∂P,X = 0.

Remark 1.11. Our Gysin triangle agrees with that of [FSV00], chap. 5, prop.
3.5.4. Indeed, in the proof of 3.5.4, Voevodsky constructed an isomorphism
called α(X,Z) and used it as we use the purity isomorphism to construct
his triangle. It is not hard to check that this isomorphism satisfies the two
conditions of proposition 1.7, and thus coincides with the purity isomorphism
from the unicity statement.

As a consequence, the morphism induced by i∗ in bidegree (2n, n) of mo-
tivic cohomology induces the usual pushout on the n − th Chow group.
Indeed, from the above, our morphism i∗ agrees with the morphism denoted
by gZ in [FSV00], chap. 5, 3.5.4. But now, this last morphism is defined en-
tirely considering natural functoriality of motives and motivic Chern classes,
which corresponds to pullback and usual Chern classes on the Chow groups
through the isomorphism of 1.5. This characterizes uniquely the morphism
H

2n
M(gZ ; Z(n)), which corresponds to i∗ using notably prop. 6.7(e) of [Ful98].

1.4. Functoriality. This subsection is devoted to recall some results we
have previously obtained in [Dég04a] and [Dég04b] about the following type
of morphism :

Definition 1.12. Let (X,Z) and (Y, T ) be closed pairs such that Z (resp.
T ) is smooth and of codimension n in X (resp. m in Y ).
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Let (f, g) : (Y, T )→ (X,Z) be a morphism of closed pairs.
We define the morphism (f, g)! as the following composite :

M(T )((m))
p(Y,T )

−1

−−−−−→M(Y, T )
(f,g)∗−−−→M(X,Z)

p(X,Z)−−−−→M(Z)((n)).

In the situation of this definition, let i : Z → X and j : T → Y be the
obvious closed embedding, and h : Y − T → X − Z be the restriction of f .
With the definition above, we obtain the following commutative diagram :

M(Y − T ) //

��

M(Y )
j∗ //

f∗
��

(1)

M(T )((m))
∂Y,T //

(f,g)!
��

(2)

M(Y − T ) [1]

h∗

��
M(X − Z) // M(X)

i∗ // M(Z)((n))
∂X,Z // M(X − Z) [1]

The commutativity of square (1) corresponds indeed to a refined projection
formula. The world refined is inspired by the terminology “refined Gysin
morphism” of Fulton in [Ful98]. By contrast, the commutativity of square (2)

is concerned with higher Chow groups ans is a phenomena of mixed motives.

Remark 1.13. One can see easily that the study of the morphism (f, g)! can
be reduced to the case where Z and T are integral (cf [Dég04b], 2.4.1).

Before recalling the formulas obtained in [Dég04a] we recall some of its
terminology. Let T and T ′ be closed subscheme of a scheme Y , J and J ′

be their respective defining ideal and i : T → T ′ be a closed immersion. We
will say that i is a thickening of order r if J ′ = J r.

Proposition 1.14. Let (X,Z) and (Y, T ) be smooth closed pairs of codi-
mension n and m respectively. Let (f, g) : (Y, T ) → (X,Z) be a morphism
of closed pairs.

(1) (Transversal case) If (f, g) is cartesian and n = m, then
(f, g)! = g∗((n)).

(2) (Excess intersection) If (f, g) is cartesian, we put e = n − m and
ξ = g∗NZX/NT Y . Then (f, g)! = ce(ξ)�g∗((m)).

(3) (Ramification case) If n = m = 1 and the canonical closed immer-
sion T → Z×X Y is a thickening of order r, then (f, g)! = r.g∗((1)).

As an application of the first case of this proposition, we remark that we
obtain a projection formula for the Gysin morphism :

Corollary 1.15. Let (X,Z) be a smooth pair of codimension n, and let
i : Z → X be the corresponding closed immersion.

Then,
(

(1Z�Zi∗)((n))
)

◦ i∗ = i∗�X1X : M(X)→M(Z)⊗M(X)((n)).

Proof : Just apply the above formula for the cartesian transversal mor-
phism (X,Z)→ (X ×X,Z ×X) induced by the diagonal embedding of X.
The only thing left to check is that (i × 1X)∗ = i∗ ⊗ 1, which was done in
[Dég04b], prop. 2.6.1. �

Remark 1.16. In the above statement, we have losely identify M(Z) ⊗
M(X)((n)) and (M(Z)((n))) ⊗M(X) through the canonical isomorphism.
In certain cases, we must on the countrary be attentive to this isomorphism
which may results in a change of sign.
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2. Composition of Gysin triangles

2.1. Preliminaries.

Proposition 2.1. Let (Y,Z) be a smooth pair of codimension m and P/Y
be a projective bundle of dimension n. Let V = Y − Z ; we introduce the
following notations for the two cartesian squares :

PV
ν //

pV ��
P

p ��
PZ

ιoo
pZ��

V
j // Y Z

ioo

Finally, we consider the canonical line bundle λ (resp. λV , λZ) on P (resp.
PV , PZ).

Then, for all integer r ∈ [0, n], the following diagram is commutative

M(PV )
ν∗ //

c1(λV )r�pV

��

M(P )
ι∗ //

c1(λ)r�p
��

M(PZ)((m))
∂ι //

c1(λZ)r�pZ((m))
��

M(PV ) [1]

c1(λV )r�pV [1]
��

M(V )((r))
j∗((r)) // M(Y )((r))

i∗((r))
// M(Z)((r + m))

∂i((r)) // M(V )((r))[1].

Proof. Let ∆ : P → P×k P be the diagonal embedding. Then ∆ is transver-
sal to the closed subscheme P×kPZ . Thus, from proposition 1.14, we obtain
the following morphism of Gysin triangles (given by the three horizontal ar-
rows) :

M(PV )

��

(γj)∗ // M(P )⊗M(PV )

��
M(P )

��

∆∗ // M(P )⊗M(P )

��
M(PZ)((m))

(γi)∗((m))
// M(P )⊗M(PZ)((m))

where γι (resp. γi) is the graph of the open immersion j : PV → P (resp.
closed immersion i : PZ → P ).

Moreover, applying again proposition 1.14 to the cartesian morphism of
closed pairs

(pY × 1, pZ × 1) : (P ×k P, PZ ×k P )→ (Y ×k P,Z ×k P ),

one obtain the following morphism of Gysin triangle

M(P )⊗M(PV )

��

c1(λ)r⊗pV ∗ // Z((r))⊗M(V )

��
M(P )⊗M(P )

��

c1(λ)r⊗pY ∗ // Z((r))⊗M(Y )

��
M(P )⊗M(PZ)((m))

c1(λ)r⊗pZ∗((m)) // Z((r))⊗M(Z)((m))

Then, composing these two morphisms of distinguished triangles, one obtain
the desired morphism (note that we identify the motivic complexes Z((m))⊗
Z((r)) and Z((r)) ⊗ Z((m)) to Z((m + r)), using the fact that the obvious
permutation on Z((2)) is the identity).
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Indeed, the only things left to remark is the commutativity of the following
diagram for (A = Z and k = i) or (A = V and k = j) :

M(PA)
(γk)∗

**TTTTTTTT(∆A)∗
ttiiiiiiii

M(PA)⊗M(PA)
k∗⊗1 //

c1(λA)r⊗(pA)∗
**UUUUUUU

M(P )⊗M(PA)

c1(λ)r⊗(pA)∗
ttjjjjjjj

M(A)((r)),

which uses the fact that λA = k∗(λ), and the compatibility of the motivic
Chern class c1(λ) with pullback (cf paragraph 1.5). �

Proposition 2.2. Let X be a smooth scheme, P/X be a projective bundle
of rank n on X and Q/X be a sub-projective bundle of P of rank m. Put
e = n−m.

Let λ (resp.
mu) be the canonical invertible sheaf on P (resp. Q), and λ′ be the restric-
tion of λ to P −Q.

Consider the following canonical morphism

P −Q
j //

p′ %%LLLLLL
P
p
��

Q
ioo

q||xxx
xx

x

X.

For any integer r ∈ N, put Fr(X) =
⊕r−1

i=0 M(X)((i)).
Then, the following diagram is commutative :

M(P −Q)
j∗ //

P

i c1(λ′)i�p′∗
��

M(P )
i∗ //

P

k c1(λ)k�p∗
��

M(Q)((e))

P

j c1(µ)j�q∗((e))
��

Fn−m(X) // Fn(X) // Fm(X)((e))

where the distinguished triangle below is the canonical split one.

Proof. For the first square, we have only to prove that for all natural integer
k < n, (c1(λ)k�p∗) ◦ j∗ = c1(λ

′)i�p′∗. This simply follows from the functori-
ality of � and the compatibility of motivic Chern classes with pullback (cf
paragraph 1.5).

For the second square now, we have to prove that for any natural integer
j < m,

(

c1(λF )j�pF∗((e))
)

◦ i∗ = c1(λ)j+e
�p∗. Applying the projection

formula 1.15, we are reduced to see that (c1(λF )j((e))) ◦ i∗ = c1(λ)j+e.
Again, this last formula follows from the fact that the Gysin morphism i∗

induces via the isomorphism τ : H
2(j+e)
M (.; Z(j +e)) ' CHj+e (.) the classical

pushout on Chow groups (cf remark 1.11). �

2.2. Statement.

Theorem 2.3. Consider a cartesian square of smooth schemes

Z
k //

l ��

Y ′

j��
Y

i // X
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such that i,j,k,l are closed immersions of respective pure codimension n, m,
s, t. We put d = n + s = m + t, and consider the induced closed immersion
h : Y − T → X − Z.

Then the following diagram is the commutative :

M(X)
j∗ //

i∗

��
(1)

M(Y ′)((m))
∂j //

k∗((m))
��

(2)

M(X − Y ′) [1]

(i′)∗[1]
��

M(Y )((n))
l∗((n))

// M(Z)((d))
∂l((n)) //

∂k((m))
��

(3)

M(Y − Z)((n))[1]

∂i′ [1]
��

M(Y − Z)((m))[1]
−∂j′ [1]

// M(X − Y ∪ Y ′) [2]

Proof. In this proof, we denote by M(X/X − Z) the relative motive MZ (X)
and similarly for any relative motive.

We will call simply smooth triple (X,Y, Y ′) the data of three smooth
schemes X, Y , Y ′ such that Y ′ and Y are smooth closed subscheme of X.
As for closed pairs, these smooth triples form a category with morphism
the evident commutative diagram which we require to be formed by two
cartesian squares.

To such a triple, we associate a geometric motive M(X,Y, Y ′) as the cone

in DM eff
gm (k) of the canonical map

M(X − Y ′/X − Y ∪ Y ′)→M(X/X − Y ). This motive is evidently functo-
rial in morphisms of smooth triples. Sometimes, it will be meaningfull to

write it M
(

X/X−Y
X−Y ′/X−Y ∪Y ′

)

, where we have put Ω = Y ∪ Y ′.

Thus, for a smooth triple (X,Y, Y ′) we get by the use of the singular chain
complex functor the following commutative diagram :

(D) : M(X − Ω) //

��

M(X − Y ) //

��

M
(

X−Y
X−Ω

)

//

��

M(X −Ω) [1]

��
M(X − Y ′) //

��

M(X) //

��
(1)

M
(

X
X−Y ′

)

��

//

(2)

M(X − Y ′) [1]

��

M
(

X−Y ′

X−Ω

)

//

��

M
(

X
X−Y

)

//

��

M
(

X/X−Y
X−Y ′/X−Ω

)

// //

��
(3)

M
(

X−Y ′

X−Ω [1]
)

��
M(X − Ω) [1] // M(X − Y ) [1] // M

(

X−Y
X−Ω

)

[1] // M(X − Ω) [2],

in which every line and row is a distinguished triangle. We should be careful
that square (3) is anticommutative.

With the hypothesis of the theorem, the proof will consist in constructing
a purity isomorphism p(X,Y,Y ′) : M(X,Y, Y ′) → M(Z)((d)) which satifies
the following properties :

(i) Functoriality : Morphism p(X,Y,Y ′) is functorial with respect the

cartesian morphism which are transversal to Y , Y ′ and Z.
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(ii) Symetry : The following diagram is commutative :

M(X,Y, Y ′)

p(X,Y,Y ′)
**TTTTTTT

(∗)
// M(X,Y ′, Y )

p(X,Y ′,Y )
ttjjjjjjj

M(Z)((d)),

where (∗) denotes the canonical isomorphism.
(iii) Compatibility : The following diagram is commutative :

M
(

X−Y ′

X−Ω

)

//

p(X−Y ′,Y −Z)

��

M
(

X
X−Y

)

//

p(X,Y )

��

M(X,Y, Y ′) //

p(X,Y,Y ′)

��

M
(

X−Y ′

X−Ω

)

[1]

p(X−Y ′,Y −Z)[1]

��
M(Y − Z)((n)) // M(Y )((n))

j∗((n))
// M(Z)((d))

∂j((n))
// M(Y − Z)((n))[1]

With this isomorphism, we can deduce the three relations of the theorem
by considering squares (1), (2), (3) in the above diagram when we apply the
evident purity isomorphisms where we can.

We then are reduced to construct the isomorphism and to proove the
above relations. The difficult one is the second relation because we have
to show that two isomorphisms in a triangulated category are equal. This
forces to be very precise in the construction of the isomorphism.

Construction of the purity isomorphism for smooth triples :
As in the proof of the unicity part in proposition 1.7, we first consider

the blow-up of A
1
X along {0} ×k Y , simply denoted B = BY (A1

X). We
also consider the projective completion P of the normal bundle of Y in X.
The analog spaces for the closed pair (U, V ) = (X − Y ′, Y − Z) are simply
BU = B ×X U and PV = P ×Y V .

This allows to construct the following morphisms of distinguished trian-
gles :

M(U, V ) //

��

M(X,Y ) //

��

M
(

X/X−Y
U/U−V

)

+1 //

��

M
(

BU , A1
U

)

// M
(

B, A1
Y

)

// M
(

B/B−A1
Y

BU /BU−A1
V

)

+1 //

M(PV , V ) //

OO

M(P, Y ) //

OO

M
(

P/P−Y
PV /PV −V

)

+1 //

OO

M(PV ) //

OO

M(P ) //

OO

M
(

P
PV

)

+1 //

OO

The first stage of vertical morphism is induced by the 1-section of B (resp.
BV ) over A

1
k, and the second through its 0-section. Thus, they all are

isomorphisms in DM eff
− (k). The last stage is induced by forgetting some

denominators.
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Now, using proposition 2.1 with E = NY X ⊕ 1, we can finally consider
the following morphism of distinguished triangles :

M(PV ) // M(P ) // M
(

P
PV

)

+1 //

M(PV ) // M(P ) // M(PZ)((s))
+1 //

p
−1
(P,PZ)

OO

M(Y − Z)((n)) //

ln(PV )

OO

M(Y )((n)) //

ln(P )

OO

M(Z)((d))
+1 //

ln(PZ)((s))

OO

The triangle on the bottom is obtained by twisting the Gysin triangle of
the pair (Y,Z) with Z((n)). From proposition 1.7, the first two arrows
of this morphism of triangles are isomorphism, so the last one is also an
isomorphism.

To sum up, composing the first isomorphism of triangle with the reciprocal
of the second isomorphism, we obtain the commutative diagram :

M(X − Y ′, Y − Z) //

p(X−Y ′,Y −Z)
��

M(X,Y ) //

p(X,Y )

��

M(X,Y, Y ′) //

p(X,Y,Y ′)
��

M(X − Y ′, Y − Z) [1]

��
M(Y − Z)((n)) // M(Y )((n))

j∗((n))
// M(Z)((d))

∂j((n))
// M(Y − Z)((n))[1].

Notations p(X,Y,Z) stands as the desired definition. Thus, this morphism is
an isomorphism and we obain the last desired property of this morphism. By
construction, the first property (functoriality) is also true, using the same
arguments than for proposition 1.7.

The remaining relation
To conclude it remains only to prove the symetry property. First of all, we

remark that the above construction implies immediately the commutativity
of the following diagram :

M
(

X/X−Y
X−Y/X−Y ∪Y ′

)

p(X,Y,Y ′) ))SSSSSS

(∗) // M
(

X/X−Y
X−Z/X−Y

)

p(X,Y,Z)vvllllll

M(Z)((d)),

where (∗) is induced by the evident open immersions.
Thus, it will be sufficient to prove the commutativity of the following

diagram :

M
(

X
X−Z

)

p(X,Z) ((RRRRRR

αX,Y,Z //

(∗∗)

M
(

X/X−Y
X−Z/X−Y

)

p(X,Y,Z)uukkkkkk

M(Z)((n + m)),

where αX,Y,Z denotes the canonical isomorphism.

From now on, we consider only the smooth triple (X,Y,Z) such that Z
is a closed subscheme of Y .
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First of all, using the functoriality of p(X,Y,Z), we remark that diagram
(∗∗) is natural with respect to morphims f : X ′ → X which are transversal
with Y and Z.

We use the notations of paragraph 1.8. We can consider the evident closed
pair (DZX,DZX|Y ) and we put D(X,Y,Z) = D(DZX,DZX|Y ). This
scheme is in fact fibered over A

2
k. The fiber over (1, 1) is X and the fiber over

(0, 0) is B(BZX ∪ PZX,BZX|Y ∪ PZX|Y ), using once again the notations
of 1.8. In particular, the (0, 0)-fiber contains the scheme P (PZX,PZX|Y ).

We now put : D = D(X,Y,Z), D′ = D(Y, Y, Z), and note moreover
that D(Z,Z,Z) = A

2
Z . Similarly, P = P (PZX,PZX|Y ), Q = PZY . From

the above description of fibers, we obtain a deformation diagram of smooth
triples :

(X,Y,Z)→ (D,D′, A2
Z)← (E,G,Z).

Note that these morphisms are on the smaller closed subscheme the (0, 0)-
section and (1, 1)-section of A

2
Z over Z, denoted respectively by s1 and s0.

Now we apply these morphisms to diagram (∗) obtaining the following com-
mutative diagram :

M(X,Z)

p(X,Z)

��

αX,Y,Z

##FF
FF

FF
FF

// M
(

D, A2
Z

)

p
(D,A2

Z
)

��

%%KKKKKKKK
M(P,Z)

p(P,Z)

��

αP,Q,Z

##GG
GG

GG
GG

oo

M(X,Y,Z)

p(X,Y,Z)
xx

x

{{xxx

// M
(

D,D′, A2
Z

)

p(D,D′,Z)
sss

yysss

M(P,Q,Z)

p(P,Q,Z)
ww

w

{{www

oo

M(Z)((n + m))
s1∗((n+m))

// M
(

A
2
Z

)

((n + m)) M(Z)((n + m)).
s0∗((n+d))
oo

The square parts of this prism are commutative. As morphisms s1∗ and s0∗

are isomorphisms, the commutativity of the triangle on the left is equivalent
to the commutativity of the right one.

Thus, we are reduced to the case of the smooth triples (P,Q,Z). Now,

using the canonical split epimorphism M(P ) → M
(

P
P−Z

)

, we are reduced

to prove the commutativity of the diagram :

M(P )

i∗ ��
--[[[[[[[[[[[[[

M
(

P/P−Q
P−Z/P−Q

)

p(P,Q,Z)
qqccccccccccc

M(Z)((d))

where i : Z → P denotes the canonical closed immersion.
Using the third property (compatibility) of our isomorphism p(P,Q,Z), we

are finally reduced to proove the commutativity of the triangle

M(P )
i∗

--[[[[[[[[[[[
j∗ // M(Q)((n))

k∗
qqccccccccccc

M(Z)((d))

where we considered Z
k−→ Q

j−→ P the canonical closed embeddings. This
follows from example 1.10 and proposition 2.2. �
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Remark 2.4. The other relations obtained from diagram D in the above
proof are either already known or redundant.

As a corollary, we get functoriality of the Gysin morphism of a closed
immersion :

Corollary 2.5. Let Z
l−→ Y

i−→ X be closed immersion between smooth
schemes such that i is of pure codimension n.

Then, [l∗((n))] ◦ i∗ = (i ◦ l)∗.

This allows to extend the third formula of proposition 1.14 :

Corollary 2.6. Let (X,Z) and (Y, T ) be smooth closed pairs of the same
codimension n, i : Z → X and j : T → Y the corresponding immersions.
Let (f, g) : (Y, T )→ (X,Z) be a morphism of closed pairs.

Suppose i can be factorised into

Z = Z1 → Z2 → ...→ Zn = X

a composition of n closed immersions such that Zi and (Zi ×X Y )red are
smooth and (Zi ×X Y )red → Zi ×X Y is a thickening of order ri. Put
r = r1...rn.

Then, i∗f∗ = r.g∗((n)) ◦ j∗.

3. Gysin morphism

3.1. Construction.

3.1.1. Preliminaries.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a smooth scheme, P/X and Q/X be projective bun-
dles of respective dimension n and m.

We consider λE (resp. λF ) the canonical invertible sheaf on P (resp. Q)
and λ′

E (resp. λ′
F ) its pullback on P ×X Q. Let finally p : P ×X Q→ X be

the canonical projection.
Then, the morphism

P ×X Q

P

i,j c1(λ′
E)i�c1(λ′

F )j�p∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
⊕

0 ≤ i ≤ n

0 ≤ j ≤ m

X((i + j))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let σ be the above morphism. As σ is compatible with pullback, we
can suppose using the Mayer-Vietoris triangle that P and Q are trivializ-
able projective bundles. Using the invariance of σ morphism under auto-
morphisms of P or Q, we can suppose that P and Q are trivial projective
bundles. From the definition of σ, we are reduced to the case X = Spec(k).
Then, σ is just the tensor product of the two projective bundle isomorphisms
(cf paragraph 1.6) for P and Q. �

The following proposition is the key point in the definition of the Gysin
morphism for a projective morphism.
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Proposition 3.2. Let X be a smooth scheme, P/X a projective bundle of
rank n and s : X → P a section of the canonical projection.

Then, the composite M(X)((n))
ln(P )−−−→M(P )

s∗−→M(X)((n)) is the iden-
tity.

Proof. Let E be the X-vector bundle associated to P . Let P̄ = P(E ⊕ 1)
be the projective completion of E, and i : P → P̄ the closed immersion
corresponding to the infinite hyperplane. We put t = i ◦ s. The following
diagram is commutative :

M(X)((n))
ln−1(E)((1))

// M(P )((1))
s∗((1))

//

i∗
��

M(X)((n))

M(X)((n))
ln(E⊕1)

// M
(

P̄
) t∗ // M(X)((n))

The commutativity of the left hand square follows from proposition 2.2,
and the commutativity of the right hand square follows from corollary 2.5.
Thus, we are reduced to the case of the projective bundle P̄ and its canonical
section t.

As in the proof of proposition 1.7, we consider the deformation diagram
for the pair (P̄ ,X) associated to the section t. Let Q̄ be the projective
completion of its normal bundle and B be the blow-up of 0×X in A

1
P̄
. We

consider the following diagram, built with cartesian squares :

X
s1 //

t
��

A
1
X

i
��

X
s0oo

t0
��

P̄
σ1 // B Q̄.

σ0oo

Considering B as a A
1
k-scheme, σ1 is the inclusion of the 1-fiber and σ0 is

the restriction of the 0-fiber. Recall that A
1
X is seen as a closed subscheme

of B through the natural immersion A
1
X = BX(A1

X)→ B. In particular, s0

and s1 denotes respectively the 0-section and the 1-section of A
1
X . Finally,

t0 denotes the canonical section of the projective bundle Q̄ over X.
Applying now the transversal case of proposition 1.14, we obtain the

following commutative diagram

M
(

P̄
) σ1∗ //

t∗

��

M(B)

i∗
��

M
(

Q̄
)σ0∗oo

t∗0
��

M(X)((n))
s1∗((n))

// M
(

A
1
X

)

((n)) M(X)((n))
s0∗((n))
oo

We put F = ⊕n
i=1M(X)((i)), considered as a direct subfactor of M

(

Q̄
)

.
From proposition 3.5.3 of [FSV00], chap. 5, we have the decomposition
M(B) = M

(

P̄
)

⊕ F . Moreover, the canonical inclusion of M
(

P̄
)

in B is
given by σ1∗, and the inclusion of F in B is obtained by restriction of σ0∗.

We finally consider the embeddings a = ln(P̄ ) : M(X)((n)) → M
(

P̄
)

and b = ln(Q̄) : X((n)) → Q̄. Then, the following commutative diagram
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concludes :

M(X)((n))

a
��

M
(

A
1
X

)

((n))

a+b
��

M(X)((n))

b
��

M
(

P̄
) σ1∗ //

t∗

��

M(B)

i∗
��

M
(

Q̄
)σ0∗oo

t∗0
��

M(X)((n))
s1∗((n))

// M
(

A1
X

)

((n)) M(X)((n)).
s0∗((n))
oo

Indeed, from proposition 1.7, t∗0 ◦ b = Id, and from the homotopy property,
s0∗ = s1∗. �

Remark 3.3. As a corollay, we obtain the following reinforcement of propo-
sition 1.7, most precisely of the normalisation condition for the purity iso-
morphism :

Let P be a projective bundle of rank n over a smooth scheme X, and
s : X → P be a section of P/X.

Then, the purity isomorphism p(P,s(X)) is the reciprocal isomorphism of
the composition

M(X)((n))
ln(P )−−−→M(P )

(1)−−→M(P, s(X))

where (1) is the canonical (split) epimorphism.

3.1.2. Gysin morphism of a projection. The following definition will be a
particular case of our definition 3.7.

Definition 3.4. Let X be a smooth scheme, P a projective bundle of rank
n over X and p : P → X be the canonical projection.

We let p∗ = ln(P )((−n)) : M(X) → M(P )((−n)) and call it the Gysin
morphism of p.

From the compatibility of the projective bundle isomorphism with pull-
back, we obtain an evident functoriality for this Gysin morphism :

Lemma 3.5. Let P , Q be projective bundles over a smooth scheme X of
respective rank n, m. Consider the following projections :

P p
**UUUUUUU

P ×X Q

p′
++WWWWWWW

q′ 33fffffff
X

Q q

44jjjjjjj

Then, the following diagram is commutative :

M(P )((m)) q′∗((n))
--[[[[[[[

M(X)

q∗
,,XXXXXXX

p∗ 22fffffff
M(P ×X Q)((n + m))

M(Q)((n)) p′∗((m))

11ddddddd

3.1.3. General case. The following lemma is all we need to finish the con-
struction of the Gysin morphism of a projective morphism :
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Lemma 3.6. Consider a commutative diagram

P p
((QQQ

Q

Y
j

''PPP
P

i 66mmmm
X

Q q
77nnnn

with X and Y smooth, i (resp. j) a closed immersion of pure codimension
n + d (resp. m + d), P (resp. Q) a projective bundle over X of dimension
n (resp. m) and p, q the canonical projections.

Then, the following diagram is commutative

(3.1) M(P ))((m)) i∗((n))
--ZZZZZZZZ

M(X)((n + m))

q∗
,,ZZZZZZZZ

p∗ 22dddddddd

M(Y )((n + m + d)).

M(Q)((n)) j∗((m))

11dddddddd

Proof. Considering the diagonal emmbedding Y
(i,j)−−→ P ×X Q, we divide

diagram (3.1) into three part :

M(P )((m))
i∗((m))

++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

p′∗
��

M(X)((n + m))

q∗ ..

p∗ 11

(1) M(P ×X Q) (i,j)∗ //
(2)

(3)

M(Y )((n + m + d)).

M(Q)((n))
j∗((n))

33ggggggggggggggg
q′∗

OO

As the commutativity of part (1) is exactly lemma 3.5, we are reduced to
the equivalent commutativity of (2) and (3), that is the case when Q = X.

In this case, we introduce the following morphisms :

Yγ
zzuuu

uu i

$$IIIII

Y ×X P
i′ //

p′′ ��

P
p��

Y
j // X.

We can divide diagram (3.1) into :

M(Y )((n + m + d))

(4)

M(Y ×X Q)((n + d))

γ∗((n+d))
55jjjjjjjjjjjj

M(P ×X Q)

i∗
hhQQQQQQQQQQ

j∗oo

M(Y )((n + m + d))

p′′∗
OO

(5)

M(P )((m)).

p∗
OO

i∗((m))
oo

Then commutativity of part (4) is corollary 2.5, and that of part (5) follows
from proposition 2.1. �

Let f : Y → X be a projective morphism between smooth schemes.
Following the terminology of [Ful98], 6.6, we say that f has codimension d if
it can be factored into a closed immersion Y → P of codimension e followed
by a smooth projection P → X of relative dimension e − d. The integer d
is indeed uniquely defined (cf loc.cit. appendix B.7.6).
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Using the preceding lemma, we can finally introduce the general defini-
tion :

Definition 3.7. Let f : Y → X be a projective morphism between smooth
schemes, of codimension d.

We define the Gysin morphism associated to f in DMgm(k)

f∗ : M(X)→M(Y )((d))

by choosing a factorisation of f into Y
i−→ P

p−→ X where i is a closed
immersion of pure codimension n + d into a projective bundle over X of
dimension n and p is the canonical projection, and putting :

f∗ =

[

M(X)((n))
ln(P )−−−→M(P )

i∗−→M(X)((n + d))

]

((−n)).

Remark 3.8. With that definition and remark 1.11, we see that the Gysin
morphism of a projective morphism f induced the usual pushout by f on
motivic cohomology of bidegree (2n, n), that is to say on the Chow group
of cycles of codimension n.

3.2. Properties.

3.2.1. Functoriality. Following the same scheme, we now obtain the functo-
riality of our Gysin morphism :

Proposition 3.9. Let X, Y and Z be smooth schemes, and Z
g−→ Y

f−→ X
be projective morphism of respective codimension m and n.

Then, in DMgm(k), we get the equality : g∗((n)) ◦ f ∗ = (fg)∗.

Proof. We first choose projective bundles P , Q over X, of respective dimen-
sion s and t, fitting in the following diagram :

Q

q

��

P ×X Q q′

''PPPPP

p′
OO

QY q′′

((RRRRRRR

i′ 66mmmmm
P

p
KK

%%KK

Z g //
krr

99

j

44

Y f //

i 66nnnnnnn
X.

The prime exponent of a letter indicates that the morphism is deduced by
base change from the morphism with the same letter. We then have to prove
that the following diagram of DMgm(k) commutes :

(2)

M(Q)((t))

p′∗��
j∗

��

(3)M(P ×X Q)((s + t))

i′∗ **UUUUUUUU

(1)M(P )((s))
q′∗

55kkkkkkk

i∗ ))SSSSSSS
M(QY )((n + t))

k∗ ))TTTTTTTT

M(X)
p∗

99ttttt

q∗
00

M(Y )((n))
q′′∗

44iiiiiiii

M(Z)((n + m)).

The commutativity of part (1) is a corollary of proposition 2.1, that of part
(2) is lemma 3.1 and that of part (3) follows from lemma 3.1 and corollary
2.5. �
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3.2.2. Projection formula and excess intersection.

Proposition 3.10. Consider a cartesian square of smooth schemes

T
q ��

g // Z
p��

Y
f // X

such that f is a projective morphism of codimension n, and the codimension
of g equals that of f .

Then, the relation f ∗p∗ = q∗((n)) ◦ g∗ holds in DMgm(k).

Proof : This follows from the definition of the Gysin morphism in view of
proposition 1.14 and the compatibility of the projective bundle isomorphism
with pullback (in case f is the projection of a projective bundle). �

Consider now the situation of a cartesian square of smooth schemes

T
q ��

g // Z
p��

Y
f // X

such that f is a projective morphism of codimension n, and denote m the
codimension of g. Then m ≤ n, and we call e = n − m the excess of the
above cartesian square.

We attach to the above square a vector bundle ξ of rank e, called the
excess bundle.

Choose Y
i−→ P

p−→ X a factorisation of f in a closed immersion of codimen-
sion r in a projective bundle over X of dimension s. We put Q = P×XZ, and
denote by NT Q the normal bundle of the induced closed immersion. Then
NT Q is a sub-X-vector bundle of NXP and we define ξ = q∗NXP/NT Q.
This definition is independent of the choice of P , as showed in [Ful98], proof
of prop. 6.6. The following proposition is now straightforward :

Proposition 3.11. Consider a cartesian square of smooth schemes

T
q ��

g // Z
p��

Y
f // X

such that f (resp. g) is a projective morphism of codimension n (resp. m).
Let ξ be the excess bundle associated to that square, and let e = n−m be its
rank.

Then, the relation f ∗p∗ =
(

ce(ξ)�q∗((m))
)

◦ g∗ holds in DMgm(k).

Proof. After choosing a factorisation of f into a closed immersion followed
by a projection, and considering its pullback along Z → X, it is merely a
corollary of the second case of proposition 1.14. �

3.2.3. Compatibility with Gysin triangle.

Proposition 3.12. Consider a cartesian square of smooth scheme

T
j //

g ��
Y

f��
Z

i // X
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such that f and g are projective morphism, i and j are closed immersion.
Denote by h : Y − T → X −Z the morphism induced by f , and let n, m, p,
q be respectively the relative codimension of i, j, f , g.

Then the following diagram is commutative

M(Y − T )((p)) // M(Y )((p))
j∗((p))// M(T )((m + p))

∂Y,T((p))
// M(Y − T )((p))[1]

M(X − Z) //

h∗

OO

M(X)
i∗ //

f∗
OO

M(Z)((n))
∂X,Z //

g∗((n))
OO

M(X − Z) [1]

h∗

OO

where the two lines are the obvious Gysin triangles.

Proof. By construction of the Gysin morphism, we have only to consider the
case where f is the porjection of a projective bundle or a closed immersion.

In the first case, this is proposition 3.10. In the second case, the commu-
tativity follows from proposition 3.10 and theorem 2.3. �

3.3. Gysin morphisms and transfers. In [Dég04b], 1.1 and 1.2 we in-
troduced another Gysin morphism for a finite equidimensional morphism
f : Y → X. In fact, we prove in the next proposition that the two kind of
Gysin morphism coincide in the unramified case.

We let tf be the finite correspondance from X to Y obtained by trans-
posing the graph of f . To avoid confusion, we will denote by tf∗ : M(X)→
M(Y ) the induced morphism.

Proposition 3.13. Let X and Y be smooth schemes, and f : Y → X be a
finite equidimensional étale morphism.

Then, f ∗ = tf∗.

Proof. Consider the cartesian square of smooth schemes

Y ×X Y
g //

f ′
��

Y
f��

Y
f // X.

We first prove that tf ′
∗f

∗ = g∗ tf∗. Choose a factorisation Y
i−→ P

π−→ X
of f into a closed immersion in a projective bundle over X followed by the
canonical projection. The preceding square then divides into

Y ×X Y
j //

f ′
��

P ×X Y
q //

f ′′
��

Y
f��

Y
i // P

π // X.

The assertion then follows from the commutativity of the following diagram.

M(Y ×X Y )

(1)

M(P ×X Y )
j∗oo

(2)

M(Y )
q∗oo

M(Y )

tf ′
∗

OO

M(P )

tf ′′
∗

OO

i∗oo M(X)

tf∗

OO

p∗oo

The commutativity of part (1) follows from [Dég04b], prop. 2.5.2 (case 1)
and that of part (2) from [Dég04b], prop. 2.2.15 (case 3).

Then, considering the diagonal immersion Y
δ−→ Y ×X Y , it suffices to

prove in view of prop. 3.9 that δ∗◦tf ′
∗ = 1. As Y/X is étale, Y is a connected
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component of Y ×X Y . Thus, M(Y ) is a direct factor of M(Y ×X Y ). Then,
it is easy to see that δ∗ is the canonical projection on this direct factor, and
that tf ′

∗ is the canonical inclusion. �

See remark 4.9 for a similar statement in the case of a ramified morphism.

4. Computations in the motivic coniveau spectral sequence

4.1. Motivic coniveau exact couple.

4.1.1. Triangulated exact couple. We introduce a triangulated version of the
classical exact couples.

Definition 4.1. Let T be a triangulated category.
A triangulated exact couple is the data of bigraded objects D and E of

T and homogeneous morphisms between them

D
(1,−1)

α
// D

(−1,1)
β

~~~~
~~

~~
~

E
(0,−1)

γ

``@@@@@@@

with the bidegrees indicated and such that the above triangle is a distin-
guished triangle in each bidegree.

Let consider a triangulated exact couple with the notations of the above
definition.

We will usually put d = β ◦ γ, homogeneous endomorphism of E of bide-
gree (−1, 0). We easily get that d2 = 0, thus obtaining a complex

...→ Ep,q
dp,q−−→ Ep−1,q → ...

Let A be an abelian category. A cohomological functor with values in A

is an additive functor H : T op → A which sends disinguished triangles to
long exact sequences. For p an integer, we will put simply H p = H ◦ .[−p].

Considering such a cohomological functor, the bigraded objects H(D)
and H(E), along with the images of the structural morphisms under H,
defines an exact couple in A in the classical sense (cf [Hu61]). Thus we can
associate to this latter exact couple a spectral sequence

Ep,q
1 = H(Ep,q)

with differentials being H(dp,q) : H(Ep,q)→ H(Ep−1,q).

Definition 4.2. Let T be a triangulated category, and X an object of T .

(1) A tower over X is the data of a sequence (Xp → X)p∈Z of objects
over X and a sequence of morphisms over X

..→ Xp jp

−→ Xp+1 → ...

(2) Let X• be a tower over X. Suppose we are given for each integer p
an distinguished triangle

Xp jp

−→ Xp+1 πp

−→ Cp δp

−→ Xp[1]

where jp is the structural morphism of the tower X•.
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Then we associate to the tower X• and the choice of cones C• a
triangulated exact couple

Dp,q = Xp[−p− q]

Ep,q = Cp[−p− q]

with structural morphisms

αp,q = jp[−p− q]

βp,q = πp[−p− q]

γp,q = δp[−p− q].

Let H : T op → A be a cohomological functor.
In the situation of this definition, we thus have a spectral sequence of

E1-term

Ep,q
1 = Hp+q(Cp).

We consider the case where X• is bounded and exhaustive i.e.

Xp =

{

0 if p� 0
X if p� 0.

In this case, the spectral sequence is concentrated in a band with respect
to p, thus degenerates. As X• is exhaustive, we finally get a convergent
spectral sequence

Ep,q
1 = Hp+q(Cp)⇒ Hp+q(X).

The filtration on the abubtment is then given by the formula

N r(Hp+q(X)) = Ker
(

Hp+q(X)→ Hp+q(Xr)
)

.

Remark 4.3. If T admits arbitrary sums, we can suppose more generally
that X• is bounded below and X = holim

n→∞
Xn.

4.1.2. Definition. We apply the preceding formalism to the following filtra-
tion on schemes.

Definition 4.4. Let X be a scheme.
A flag on X is a decreasing sequence (Zp)p∈N of closed subschemes of X

such that for all integer p ≥ 0, Zp is of codimension greater than p in X.
We let D (X) be the set of flag of X, ordered by termwise inclusion.

We will consider a flag (Zp)p∈N has a Z-sequence by putting Zp = X for
p < 0.

It is an easy fact that with the above definition, D (X) is right filtering.

Recall that a pro-object of a category C is simply a (covariant) functor
F from a left filtering category I to the category C. Usually, we will denote
F by the intuitive notation ˜lim←−

i∈I

F (i).

Note that any object of C defines a constant pro-object of C. Then we
can justify our notation by defining ˜lim←− to be the projective limit taken in

the category of pro-objects.
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Definition 4.5. Let X be a scheme.
We define the coniveau filtration of X as the sequence (F pX)p∈Z of pro-

open subscheme of X such that :

F pX = ˜lim←−
Z∗∈D(X)op

(X − Zp).

We denote by jp : F pX → F p+1X the canonical pro-open immersion,

jp = ˜lim←−
Z∗∈D(X)op

(

X − Zp → X − Zp+1
)

.

Unfortunately, this is a filtration by pro-schemes, and if we apply to it
the functor M termwise, we obtain a filtration of M(X) in the category

pro−DM eff
gm (k).

In general, this latter category is not triangulated – unless DMgm(k) is
semi-simple. Nonetheless, the definition of an exact couple obviously still
makes sense for a pro-triangulated category.

Considering the tower of pro-motives above M(X)

...→M(F pX)
jp
∗−→M

(

F p+1X
)

→ ...

We define the following canonical pro-cone

Grp
M (X) = ˜lim←−

Z∗∈D(X)op

M
(

X − Zp/X − Zp−1
)

.

using definition 1.2 and its functoriality.
We thus obtain a family of pro-distinguished triangles

M(F pX)
jp
∗−→M

(

F p+1X
) πp

−→ Grp
M (X)

δp

−→M(F pX) [1].

Definition 4.6. With the above notations, we define the motivic coniveau

exact couple associated to X in pro−DM eff
gm (k) as

Dp,q = M(F pX) [−p− q]

Ep,q = Grp
M (X)[−p− q],

with structural morphisms

αp,q = jp[−p− q]

βp,q = πp[−p− q]

γp,q = δp[−p− q].

4.2. Computations of the motivic coniveau exact couple.

4.2.1. Complement on generic motives. In order to set out our computa-
tions, we will use the theory of generic motives of [Dég04b]. Recall for
example that if E/k if a finite type extension field, we consider the generic
motive of E as the pro-object

M(E) = ˜lim←−
A ⊂ E

Spec(A) ∈ S m(k)

M(Spec(A)) .
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We will first give a complement on the functoriality of generic motives.
More precisely, we give another construction of the functoriality of type D2
(cf [Dég04b], def. 4.2.9) of generic motives using the Gysin morphism.

Let ϕ : E → L be a finite morphism of finite type extensions of k. Con-
sider f : (Y, y)→ (X,x) a model of ϕ (cf [Dég04b], def. 4.2.7).

For any open subscheme U of X, the morphism fU : f−1(U)→ U is finite
equidimensional and thus induces a Gysin morphism
f∗

U : M(U) → M
(

f−1(U)
)

. Using proposition 3.10, these morphisms are
natural with respect to U . Thus, we get a morphism of pro-objects

˜lim←−
U⊂X

(

M(U)
f∗

U−→M
(

f−1(U)
)

)

.

Using the canonical isomorphism attached with the model X of E, the source
of this morphism is canonically isomorphic to M(E). Using cor. 4.2.2 of
[Dég04b] and the canonical isomorphism of the model Y of L, the image of
this morphism is canonically isomorphic to M(L).

Definition 4.7. With the above notations, we denote by

ϕ′
] : M(E)→M(L)

the morphism canonically induced by ˜lim←−
U

f∗
U .

Note that this morphism is easily seen to be functorial in view of 3.9.

Lemma 4.8. Let ϕ : E → L be a finite morphism of finite type extensions
of k.

Then, ϕ′
] = ϕ] where ϕ] stands for the morphism defined in [Dég04b],

4.2.9.

Proof. We restrict our proof to the cases where L/E is separable or L/E is
purely inseparable.

In the first case, we can choose a model f : Y → X of ϕ which is étale.
Then the lemma follows from proposition 3.13.

In the second case, we can suppose that L = E[ q
√

a] for a ∈ E. Let
A ⊂ E be a sub-k-algebra containing a such that X = Spec(A) is a smooth
(algebraic) scheme. Let B = A[t]/(tq − a). Then Y = Spec(B) is again a
smooth scheme and the canonical morphism f : Y → X is a model of L/E.

We also consider its canonical factorisation Y
i−→ P

1
X

p−→ X corresponding to
the parameter t.

Consider the following diagram of cartesian squares

Y ×X Y
j //

��

P
1
Y

f ′

��

q // Y

f
��

Y
i // P1

X

p // X.

The scheme Y ×X Y is non reduced and its reduction is Y . Moreover, the
canonical immersion Y → Y ×X Y is an exact thickening of order q in Y (cf
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def. 2.4.7 of [Dég04b]). Thus, the following diagram is commutative :

M(Y )
(1)

M
(

P
1
Y

)j∗oo

(2)

M(Y )
q∗oo

M(Y ) M
(

P
1
X

)

tf ′
∗

OO

i∗oo M(X) .

tf∗

OO

p∗oo

Indeed, part (2) is commutative by [Dég04b], lem. 2.2.15 and part (1) is by
the second case [Dég04b], prop. 2.5.2. One concludes f ∗ = tf∗. For any
U ⊂ X, this is still true for fU : f−1(U) → U which finally finishes the
proof. �

Remark 4.9. Indeed, this proof allows to extend proposition 3.13 in the case
where the finite morphism f is totally ramified, with constant ramification
index.

4.2.2. The graduate terms. The following lemma is a classical consequence
of purity. We let X (p) denotes the set of points of X of codimension p. If x

is a point of X, κ(x) denotes its residue field. The symbol ˜∏ denotes the

product in the category of pro-schemes.

Lemma 4.10. Let X be a smooth scheme.
Then, for all integer p ≥ 0,

Grp
M (X) ' ˜∏

x∈X(p)

M(κ(x))((p))

Proof. Let Ip be the set of pairs (Z,Z ′) such that Z is a reduced closed
subset of X of codimension p, Z ′ is a closed subsets of Z containing its
singular locus. Then

Grp
M (X) = ˜lim←−

(Z,Z′)∈Ip

M
(

X − Z,Z − Z ′
)

.

If (Z,Z ′) is an element of Ip, then M(X − Z,Z − Z ′) = M(Z − Z ′)((p))
under the purity isomorphism. This implies that one can restrict the above
limit to indices (Z,Z ′) such that Z is irreducible.

If x is a point of X, let Z(x) denotes the reduced adherence of x in X
and F(x) the closed subscheme of Z(x) containing its singular locus. Thus
finally,

Grp
M (X) =

˜∏

x∈X(p)

˜lim←−
Z′∈F(x)

M
(

Z(x)− Z ′
)

.

This implies the lemma, because Z(x) − Z(x)sing is a (smooth) model of
κ(x). �

4.2.3. The differentials. We will finally express diffentials in the motivic
coniveau exact couple within the setting of the theory of generic motives.

Let X be a smooth scheme, x a point of codimension p of X and y a
specialisation of x, of codimension p + 1 in X. Let Z be then integral sub-

scheme of X with generic point x, and let Z̃
f−→ Z denotes its normalisation.

Each point z ∈ f−1(y) corresponds to a discrete valuation vz of κ(x) with
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residue field κ(z). We let ϕz : κ(y) → κ(z) denotes the morphism induced
by f . Then, we define the morphism of generic motives

∂y
x : M(κ(y)){1} ϕz]{1}−−−−→M(κ(z)){1} ∂vz−−→M(κ(x))

using def. 4.2.9 (or equivalently the preceding one 4.8) and def. 4.4.6 of
[Dég04b].

Proposition 4.11. Let X be a smooth scheme.
Then, for all integer p ≥ 0, the differential

dp : Grp+1
M (X)→ Grp

M (X)

equals to

˜∏

x,y

∂y
x :

˜∏

y∈X(p+1)

M(κ(y))((p + 1))→ ˜∏

x∈X(p)

M(κ(x))((p)).

Proof. We fix a codimension p point x of X, and we identify the composition

Grp+1
M (X)

dp

−→ Grp
M (X)→M(κ(x))((p))[1].

Let Z be the reduced closure of x in X. We have to compute the morphism

M(X −W/X − Y )→M(X − Y ) [1]→M(X − Y/X − Z) [1],

for large enough closed subset Y ⊂ X and W ⊂ Y , of codimension 1.
Rather than enlarging W by codimension p + 2-closed subset of X, we

prefer for the notations reducing X by substracting to it a closed subset
everywhere of codimension greater than p + 2.

Thus, we can assume that W is empty and Y is smooth. The above
morphism then takes the form

M(Y )((p + 1))
∂X,Y−−−→M(X − Y ) [1]

i∗[1]−−→M(Z − Y )((p))[1]

where i : Z − Y → X − Y is the canonical closed immersion.
Let Z̃ be the normalization of Z, and f : Z̃ → Z the canonical projection.

The singular locus Z̃sing of Z̃ is everywhere of codimension greater than 2

in Z̃. Thus, f(Z̃sing) is everywhere of codimension greater than p + 2 in X,

and we can assume by reducing X that Z̃ is smooth.
Let Ỹ = f−1(Y ) with its reduced structure of closed subscheme of Z̃.

Reducing again X, we can assume Ỹ is smooth. We let g : Ỹ → Y and
h : Z̃ − Ỹ → Z − Y be the morphisms induced by f . Then, according to
3.12 and the first commutative square of theorem 2.3, the following diagram
is commutative

M(Y )((p + 1))
∂X,Y //

g∗((p+1)) ��

M(X − Y ) [1]
i∗[1] // M(Z − Y )((p))[1]

h∗((p))[1]��

M
(

Ỹ
)

((p + 1))
∂

Ỹ ,Z̃ // M
(

Z̃ − Ỹ
)

((p))[1].

This concludes as the morphism h is birational and thus h∗ induces the
identity on M(κ(x)) when passing to the limit over Y . �
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4.3. Links with cohomology. We fix an abelian Grothendieck category
A and consider a contravariant functor

H : DMgm(k)op → A

sending exact triangle to long exact sequence.
To such a functor, we can associate a cohomological theory with twists

such that for a smooth scheme X and a pair of integer (n, i) ∈ Z
2,

Hn(X, i) = H
(

M(X) (−i)[−n]
)

.

Moreover, this functor admits an obvious extension to pro-object
H̄ : pro−DMgm(k)op → A which sends pro-distinguished triangles to long
exact sequences since right filtering colimits are exact in A .

We apply the functor H̄ to the pro-exact couple of 4.6. We then obtain a
converging spectral sequence which has the final form

(4.1) Ep,q
1 =

⊕

x∈X(p)

Hp+q
(

κ(x),−p
)

⇒ Hp+q(X).

This is the coniveau spectral sequence of X with coefficients in H.

4.3.1. Bloch-Ogus theory. The filtration on H∗(X) which appears on the
abutment of the spectral sequence (4.1) is the filtration which appear origi-
nally3 in [Gro69] and [Gro68], 1.10

FiltrH∗(X) = Ker
(

Hp+q(X)→ H̄(M(F )r X[p + q])
)

,

formed by cohomology classes which vanish on an open subset with comple-
mentary of (at least) codimension r.

One can relate this spectral sequence to the one introduced in [BO74],
3.11. Indeed, without refering to the duality for the cohomological theory
H∗, we can obviously extend H∗ to a cohomology theory with support using
relative motives. This is all we need to define the spectral sequence 3.11 of
loc. cit. Then the latter spectral sequence coincides with spectral sequence
(4.1).

This corresponds to the other description of the coniveau filtration

FiltrHp+q(X) =
⋃

s≥r,Z codim s

Im
(

H∗+s
(

Z, s
) i∗−→ H∗(X)

)

where Z runs over the closed subscheme of X and i∗ denotes the image of
the Gysin morphism of definition 1.9.

4.3.2. Cycle modules. The theory of cycle modules of M.Rost ([Ros96]) al-
lows to define generalised Chow groups with coefficients in a certain functor
form fields to graded abelian groups. We note that there is no difficulty
replacing the category of abelian groups by the arbitrary category A in the
theory of Rost. We admit this fact.

Let fix an integer q ∈ Z. By the theory of generic motives (cf [Dég04b]),
the functor which send a finite type extension field E/k to the Z-graded
object of A H̄(M(E) (i)[q + i])i∈Z is a cycle module with coefficients in

3In [Gro69], the filtration is called ”filtration arithmétique” and in [Gro68], ”filtration
par le type dimensionel”. One can also find in the latter article the root of the actual
terminology, filtration by niveau, which was definitively adopted after the work of [BO74].
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A . We will denote it KH,q
∗ . Then, the meaning of 4.11 is that there is a

canonical isomorphism of complexes

E∗,q
1 ' C∗(X;KH,q

∗ )0,

where the left hand side is the E1-term of (4.1) and the right hand side is

the 0-th part of the cycle module with coefficients in KH,q
∗ (cf [Ros96], 5),

with respect to the natural graduation.
Consequently, the spectral sequence (4.1) has the form

(4.2) Ep,q
2 = Ap

(

X;KH,q
∗

)

0
⇒ Hp+q(X).

4.3.3. Motivic complexes. We now refer to [FSV00], chap. 5 for the theory
of motivic complexes. For two motivic complexes M and N and for an
integer i ∈ N, we also put

Hom
DMeff

− (k)
(M(−i),N ) = Hom

DMeff
− (k)

(M,N (i))

to allow negative twists.

Of particular interest is the case where H is representable by a mo-
tivic complex. Suppose then there exists a motivic complex M such that
H(M(X) (i)[n]) = Hom

DMeff
− (k)

(M(X) (i)[n],M).

In that case, we also denote KH,r
∗ by KM,r

∗ . The spectral sequence (4.1)
associated to M is then

Ep,q
1 = Cp(X;KM,q

∗ )0 ⇒ Hp+q(X).

In the case where M is concentrated in degree 0 with 0-th cohomology

sheaf F , then KF,q
∗ = 0 if q 6= 0. Then, the spectral sequence (4.1) degener-

ates. Note that an interesting corollary of proposition 4.11 is that

C∗(X;KF,0
∗ )0

is a complex for any smooth scheme X. To get a similar statement for the
other graduate terms, we put for r ∈ Z :

Hn(X, i) = Hom
DMeff

− (k)

(

M(X) (−i− r)[−n− r], F
)

.

The E1-term of the spectral sequence (4.1) associated to that functor then
has the form

Ep,q
1 =

{

Cp(X;KF,0
∗ )r if q = 0

0 otherwise

Thus, we obtain that C∗(X;KF,0
∗ ) is a well-defined complex for any smooth

scheme X. We can deduce from that fact that for any integral scheme X
which admits a closed embedding into a smooth scheme Ω, the sequence

C∗(X;KF,0
∗ ) is a well defined complex. This constitute an alternative proof

of the fact that the cycle pre-module KF,0
∗ is a cycle module without refering

to theorem 2.3 of [Ros96] - indeed, this fact is needed only for affine scheme.

To complete the picture, we note that it is classical using theorem 4.37 of
[FSV00], chap. 3, that the spectral sequence (4.1) has the form

Ep,q
2 = Hq(X; Hq(M))⇒ Hp+q(X),
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where Hq(M) denotes the q-th cohomology sheaf ofM, computed in either
Zariski or Nisnevich cohomology.

4.3.4. Brown representability. The author is convinced - and works in that
direction - that every Weyl cohomology H is representable by an (un-
bounded) motivic complex4 M. Then the coniveau spectral sequence cor-
responds canonically to the spectral sequence associated to the homotopy
t-structure on (unbounded) motivic complexes. This identify the Zariski
sheaf Hq associated to the presheaf X 7→ Hq(X) considered in [BO74] with
the q-th cohomology of the motivic complex M. This fact shades light on

this strange t-structure on DM eff
− (k) because the sheaves Hq are defined in

a very canonical way.
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